1. Introduction. The "logic" of (non-relativistic) quantum mechanics is currently thought of as being the lattice of closed subspaces of a separable infinite dimensional Hubert space [7, p. 49] , It has been speculated by P. Jordan [5] that this "logic" ought not to be a lattice at all, but rather what he calls a skew lattice. Given a lattice L( Π, U), Jordan observes that if one has functions f,F:L-*L satisfying the conditions (α/U&)/=α/U&/ af^a (a Π bF)F = then L(Λ, V) is a skew lattice, where the operations Λ, V are defined by:
Skew lattices themselves will not concern us here; rather we shall be interested in mappings on lattices having the above properties. Such mappings turn out to be generalizations of universal and existential quantifiers. With this thought in mind it seems of interest to begin an investigation of quantifiers on an orthomodular lattice, and in particular to consider the lattice L(H) of closed subspaces of a Hubert space H, determining all mappings /, F defined on L(H) and satisfying Jordan's prescription.
The remaining part of this section will be devoted to a brief outline of known definitions and theorems that will prove useful in the sequel. These results can essentially be found in [1] , [2] , [9] and [10] but are included here for convenience. An orthomodular lattice is a lattice L with 0 and 1 equipped with an orthocomplementation ': L -> L and which satisfies the orthomodular identity e ^f=>f = e V (/ Λ e') Henceforth L will always represent an orthomodular lattice. If e,feL with e 5Ξ / it is easily shown that the interval L(e, f) -{g e L: e g g S /} is itself an orthomodular lattice with orthocomplementation
The semigroup (under function composition) of all monotone maps φ: L-> L is denoted by M{L). Two monotone maps φ and ψ are said to be mutually adjoint in case (eφ)'ψ ^ e' and {eψ)'φ S e' for all eeL.
If φeM(L) has an adjoint then this adjoint is unique [1, p. 651] , and is denoted by φ*.
-semigroup (under function composition) and that every φ e S(L) is a hemimorphism of L; i.e., that Oφ -0 and (e V f)φ -eφ \l fφ for every e,feL.
In fact every φeS(L) preserves arbitrary suprema whenever they exist in L.
There corresponds to each eeL a mapping φ e : L -> L given by f-»f<P. = (fV e r ) A e, where φ. = φ] = φ* e S(L), fφ e =/ if and only if / g e, and /^β = 0 if and only if / ^ e' (see [1, p. 652] and [10, pp. 300-301] [9] .
In [11, p. 240] J. von Neumann defines the center of a continuous geometry. This notion can be carried over to an abitrary orthomodular lattice by decreeing that the center of L, in symbols C{L), is the set of all those elements of L which commute with every other element. It then follows [2] that 0, 1 6 C(L), and C(L) is a Boolean sublattice closed under the formation of orthocomplements and of arbitrary suprema and infima whenever they exist in L.
The lattice L is said to be irreducible in case 0 and 1 are the only elements with unique complements. It can easily be shown that e e C(L) if and only if e has a unique complement, from which it follows that L is irreducible if and only if C(L) = {0,1}.
Before proceeding the author would like to thank Professor D. J. Foulis for the many helpful suggestions he has made during the writing of this paper.
2. Quantifiers. Generalizing a notion of Halmos [3, p. 220 (i) The discrete quantifier = identity map; (ii) The indiscrete (or as in Halmos [3] simple) quantifier eφ -1 for e Φ 0, Oφ = 0. We now proceed to investigate some of the properties of quantifiers and will find all quantifiers on an atomic orthomodular lattice whose center is complete as a sublattice.
THEOREM 2. Let φ be a quantifier on L. Then: (
(iii) Suppose e Λ / Φ 0. Then (e A f)ψ = e AfφΦO, and by (ii),
We borrow another idea of Halmos [3] and call a mapping φ: L-^L a symmetric closure operator in case φ is a hemimorphism, ψ = φ 2 , and for each eeL, e ^ eφ and {eφ)'φ ^ e'. It is shown by Halmos [3, Th. 3] that in a Boolean lattice the notions of quantifier and symmetric closure operator coincide. It is interesting to observe that in an orthomodular lattice this result does not quite carry over. By Theorem 2, every quantifier is a symmetric closure operator. One can show without difficulty that every center valued symmetric closure operator is a quantifier; however, if a $ C{L), the mapping a a : L-*L defined by ea a = (β V a) A (e V a r ) is an example of a symmetric closure operator that is not a quantifier. It follows from this that L is a Boolean lattice if and only if every symmetric closure operator is a quantifier.
One can define the central cover of e, in symbols ev, to be the infimum of the set of central elements z such that e ^ z, provided of course that such an infimum exists. Note that if ev exists for all ee L, then v is a non-trivial example of a quantifier. Clearly Ov = 0, e ^ ev for every eeL, and e = ev if and only if e e C(L). We also have that if e ^ /, then e ^ fv e C(L), whence ev ^ fv. It then follows that ev 2 = (ev)v = ev, and (ev)'v = (ev)' <Z e' so that v = v 2 = v* 6 S(L). But then v is a center valued symmetric closure operator, hence a quantifier. LEMMA 
Suppose that ev exists for each eeL. Then φ is a center valued quantifier on L if and only if φ -v o a, where a is a quantifier on C(L). The decomposition is unique in that a = φ\ 0{L) .
Proof. Evidently voa is always a center valued quantifier. If conversely φ is a center valued quantifier, set oc = φ\ o{L) .
Then e ^ ev ^ e<p, whence eφ ^ ev<£> = evoc ^ e<p 2 = e<p for all eeL, from which it follows that φ -voa. The uniqueness of the decomposition is obvious. Consider next an atom b -bφ. Since a < α<£>, we can write aφ = α V (α^ Λ α'). Now a < α<ρ => α/<p = l^δΛα'^0=> 6Cα. Similarly, (α<P Λ ajφ = [(aφ)' V a]φ = (α<£>)' Vfl? = l, so that 6C(α<^ Λ α') By Lemma 1, aφCb. This shows that α<p commutes with every atom. In an atomic orthomodular lattice each element is the supremum of the atoms it dominates, so by Lemma 1 (v) , aφ e C(L). It should be observed that since Halmos [3] has essentially determined all quantifiers on a Boolean lattice, the above theorem enables us to find all quantifiers on an atomic orthomodular lattice with complete center.
3 Atomic bisection and irreducibility. Generalizing a property of the lattice of closed subspaces of a Hubert space, let us say that a pair (6, c) of distinct atoms can be bisected in case there exists an atom a ^b V c such that a Φ b and a Φ c. The lattice L has the atomic bisection property if L is atomic and every pair of distinct atoms can be bisected. The reader will no doubt notice that the results of this section will go through under the weakened hypothesis that pairs of orthogonal atoms can be bisected. This, however, is only an apparent weakening since for non-orthogonal atoms (b, c),
LEMMA 8. If L has the atomic bisection property, then so does any interval L(e,f).
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from the fact that the mapping a-^a A e f is an orthocomplement preserving lattice isomorphism of L(e,f) onto L(0,f A e'). LEMMA 
If L has the atomic bisection property, then L is irreducible.
Proof. Suppose that L is atomic, and heC(L) with/&=£(), hΦl.
Choose atoms b 9 c with
f implies a = c, so atomic bisection fails. LEMMA 
If L is atomic complete and modular then irreducibility of L is both a necessary and sufficient condition for L to have the atomic bisection property.
Proof. By a theorem of I. Kaplansky [6] every complete modular orthocomplemented lattice is a continuous geometry. The result now follows immediately from [8, p. 80, Th. 2.4 ].
Combining the above results with the observation that if the pair (6, c) (
ii) Every interval L(e,f) is irreducible. (iii) L(0, b V c) is irreducible for all atoms b, c in L. If in addition L is complete and modular, we can add:
(iv) L is irreducible.
4» Determination of the weak quantifiers on L{H)
. By a weak quantifier on L we will mean a mapping φ: L->L satisfying axioms (Q2) and (Q3) of § 2. A glance at the proof of Theorem 2 shows that parts (i)-(iii) will carry over for weak quantifiers. It should be noted that the reason for our interest in weak quantifiers is that these (together with their duals) are precisely the functions needed for constructing a skew lattice by the method of Jordan.
THEOREM 12. Let φ be a weak quantifier on L. Then:
(ii) φ preserves arbitrary suprema whenever they exist in L.
Proof, (i) By hypothesis φ\ Lmi) satisfies axioms (Q2) and (Q3), so we need only note that (0φ)φ = Oφ.
(ii) Let e,feL. Then e, fS-eVf, so that eφ, fφ^(eV f)φ; hence eφ V fφ ^ (e V f)φ. The reverse inequality follows from the fact that e V / S eφ V fφ, so (e V f)φ ύ (eφ V fφ)φ = eφ v fφ, since is a quantifier. Suppose now that e = V* e a exists. Then e V Oφ -(V* O V 0<p = so
It now seems natural to call φ a discrete or an indiscrete weak quantifier according to whether φ | z(0^, i) is the discrete or the indiscrete quantifier on L(0φ, 1). Our immediate goal is to determine all weak quantifiers on a lattice having the atomic bisection property. From Theorem 11 and the Corollary to Lemma 6, we see that every weak quantifier on such a lattice is discrete or indiscrete. It suffices then to find all discrete and indiscrete weak quantifiers on an arbitrary orthomodular lattice L.
Our labor is greatly diminished by the observation that for any weak quantifier φ on L, eφ -(e V (0φ))φ for each e e L, where φ -φ\ L{oφ>1) . It follows that if φ is indiscrete, eφ = Oφ for all e <Ξ Oφ, and eφ -1 otherwise. Conversely for any aeL the prescription eφ = a for e ^ a, eφ = 1 for e g£ a, defines an indiscrete weak quantifier, so this completely determines all indiscrete weak quantifiers on L.
In case φ is discrete it is immediate that eφ = [e V (Oφ)]φ = e V (Oφ). Our next task is to find necessary and sufficient conditions on a which will assure us that the mapping e -> e V CL is a discrete weak quantifier. We will use the notation M (b, c) Proof. We clearly need only concern ourselves with axiom (Q3). Suppose first that ψ a is a weak quantifier. Then for any e, feL,
With an obvious change in notation, 6 ^ a r =* (6 V e) A a' = b V (β Λ α'). Hence M(β, α') for all eeL.
Suppose conversely that M(e, a r ) for all eeL. In particular, if
. Given /e L, /f β ^ α, so (β Λ /f β ) V a = (β V α) Λ /t., (β Λ fψ a )ψa = β^β Λ /^α Thus ψ« β is a weak quantifier. That ^α is discrete follows from the observation that if e e L(a, 1), then ee\f a = eα/r α .
The only remaining problem is to consider the lattice of closed subspaces L{H) of a Hubert space H and determine which elements satisfy the conditions of Theorem 13. If H is finite dimensional, L{H) is modular, so ψ A is a weak quantifier for every A e L(H). The answer for the infinite dimensional case is contained in the next theorem. It is then immediate that modularity fails for the pair (N, A) . The main purpose of this paper was to determine all weak quantifiers on L(H). Since L(H) has the atomic bisection property, this has essentially been done, but for convenience we assemble the results into one final theorem. Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be typewritten (double spaced), and the author should keep a complete copy. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, L. J. Paige at the University of California, Los Angeles 24, California. 50 reprints per author of each article are furnished free of charge; additional copies may be obtained at cost in multiples of 50.
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